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The idea of dissipating energy in a vibrating mechanical system by allowing internal parts to collide with each other is not new, and its developement spans the last four decades [9]1.Early investigations centered on determining the motion of a particle constrained to move in a container and which collided with the walls of the container. The fun­damental assumption was that the motion involved two impacts per cycle and meth­ods for determining such motion were developed. Estimates of the dissipated energy were also made for these undamped single degree of freedom oscillators. Moreover, theoretical investigations were complemented by experiments involving a variety of applications ∣9]. These investigations confirmed the fact that the predominant motion is that which involves two impacts per cycle.Due to the impacts involved, the equation of motion is only piecewise linear, the resulting solution is piecewise continuous and, as a result, the stability of the periodic solutions was not investigated until 1966, when Masri and Caughey [7,8] developed a suitable method for analyzing a 4th order model. Their method is based on the idea of determining how initial perturbations evolve between impacts and is applicable not only to impact dampers, but also to any system governed by piecewise linear/nonlinear differential equations as long as the solution between
1 Numbers in brackets designate references at the end of the thesis.
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In this chapter we present general results regarding the global behavior of the semi- active impact damper. First, we give a brief description of the system under con­sideration. Then we show that for a fairly wide class of inputs, the response of the system is bounded.
2.1 System Description
The system under consideration is shown in fig. 2.1. It consists of two parts. The primary system is an undamped forced torsional oscillator while the secondary system consists of a flywheel which is free to rotate with respect to the main rotor. The two can be linked together by energizing a fast-acting clutch. It is assumed that there is no slip between the rotors when the clutch is engaged and, as a result, they both have the same angular velocity during and immediately after engagement.Let I and J be the moments of inertia of the primary and secondary rotors respectively, and k the stiffness of the torsional spring. Let F{x,x,v) represent the torque acting between the rotors when the clutch is engaged and x(t), y(t) be the angular displacements of the two rotors. Then, the equations of motion for the
4
Flywheel
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the impact damper.system are:
fx + kx + F(x,xiv} — p(t) 
Jv — F(x,x5 v) — 0
y = vx(0), i(0), υ(0) given
(2.1)
Assumptions1. p(t) is bounded with zero mean.2. The period of time during which the clutch is engaged is very short. During that time, x(t} and y(t) do not change significantly.3. Clutch actuation is instantaneous.Under the above assumptions, the functional form of F1(z,x,υ) may be deter­mined. The active aspect of the damper refers to the triggering mechanism for
5
the clutch. In a fully active arrangement, a feedback control law would be deter­mined and the clutch would engage accordingly. In this formulation, actuation is determined a priori and remains fixed during operation.The purpose of the mechanism desribed is to provide damping for the torsional oscillator. To determine what instant in time clutch actuation would be most bene­ficial, suppose that the primary and secondary rotors are locked and then released. The secondary rotor will continue to rotate with constant angular velocity in a given direction while the primary rotor will reach maximum displacement and then begin to rotate in the opposite direction. It has maximum velocity as it crosses the equilibrium position x = 0. Impact time Z, is therefore chosen such that the velocity difference between the two rotors is maximum, i.e., when x(ti) = 0. It follows then that F(x,x,t>) - 6(x)xg(x,v) (2.2)Adding the two equations (2.1) we obtain
lx -∖- Jv -,l kx = ρ(t} (2.3)Let t be the time of impact. Integrating (2.3) over the infinitesimal time interval during which the clutch is engaged we get∕[x(t+) — x(Z-)) + J[υ(Z+) - v(Z~)] — 0since both x(i) and p(i) are continuous.Rearranging ∕x(ι+) + Jv(Z + ) — Ix(t~} + Jυ(Z-) (2.4)which is simply a statement of conservation of angular momentum.Moreover, at t = t+ the rotors are locked and therefore have the same angular velocity. Hence υ(Z+) = x(t+}. Using (2.4) we obtain an expression for the velocity after impact in terms of the velocities just before as follows:i(i + ) = υ(i + ) = y^-yi(r) + (2.5)
6
or
i(t+} ~ v(t+} = ax(t~) + 6v(i-), t such that x(t) — 0 (2.6)where α=7⅛ fc = 7⅛ a÷6 = 1 (2'7)Expression (2.6) represents the impact condition and will be used extensively in this analysis.
2.2 Ultimate Boundedness
The main result of this section is that if p(∕) is bounded, then so are all solutions of the impact damper. Before proving this, we need some facts concerning the following autonomous auxiliary system:
lx + kx + F(x,x,v} = Γsgn(i)
Jv — F(x,x,v} = 0x(0) =-C,√ x(0) = 0; υ(0+) =-C„; Cx > 0, Cυ > 0 where T is a positive constant and F(xtxiv) is as before.
(2.8)
Lemma 1 The auxiliary system (2.8) possesses a unique limit cycle C(T,β), where 
β = I∕(I + 2J).PROOF: We prove the existence of the limit cycle by finding initial conditions 
Cx and Cv such that the orbit of the system in the x — x phase plane is closed. Uniqueness then follows from the fact that the solution of the initial value problem is unique.A typical trajectory is shown in fig. 2.2. Due to the symmetry of the system, it suffices to consider only semi-trajectories.Let t1 be such that x(tι) = 0 and suppose that x(t) ≤ 0, x ≥ 0 V∕ ∈ [0,<ι]. Then, equations (2.8) become:
Jx + kx = T
Jv 0 (2∙9)(2.10)
7
Figure 2.2: The limit cycle of auxiliary system (2.8).Multiplying (2.9) by x and integrating
∕ Ixxdt + y kxxdt — ∕ Txdt=Φ∙ H(t} — Ix2(t} -f- kx2(t) — 2Tx(t} = constant (2.11)The constant of integration is evaluated using the initial conditions. Thus
Ix2(t) + kx2{t) - 2Tx(t) ≈ kC2 + 2TCx', t ∈ [0√i) (2.12)Since at t = t1 rr(t1) = 0, equation (2.12) can be solved for the velocity of the primary mass just prior to impact. Thusi(t1) = u(<Γ) = kCl + 2TC,-cυ (2.13)(2∙14)If the solution is to satisfy the symmetry conditions, then x(tγ) = Cv = — v(t1). Substituting in the expression for the impact condition we get
i(Z+)+ ∖ — i(∕ι)∕ + 2J
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Using (2.13) it follows that
±W) = Cv= β=τ~ (2.15)
To determine C,z, we continue the solution in the interval £i < £ ≤ £2 where £2 is such that x(t2) = 0. From symmetry x{t2} = Cχ- Evaluating the integral of the motion H(t} at tj^ and at £2 we find
tf(tf)= Ix2(t↑} + kx∖t↑}-2Tx(tf} = Iβ2(kC2x^2TCx}
H(t2} = Ix2(t2} + kx∖t2) - 2Tx(t2) = kC2x - 2TCx
Setting the above expressions equal, for Cx. The solution is Cæ=0;
we obtain a relationship which can be solved
2T 1 + β2 
x~ k l-∕32Thus, the initial conditions are
Cx
Cv
2T 1 + β2 




and they specify the limit cycle which is unique and consists of elliptical arcs passing through the four points (-C1,0), (0,Cυ), (C,x,0), and (0, — C,υ) as shown in fig. 2.2. We denote this limit cycle by f,(T,β}. IIt is evident from expressions (2.16) and (2.17) that both Cx and Cυ are mono­tone increasing functions of T and the parameter β. As a result, for 0 < βi < β2 the curve Γ(T,∕31) lies entirely inside Z(l∖β2). Let S(Tyβ} be the set enclosed by the limit cycle Γ(Γ, β).Once the existence of the limit cycle is established, the question of its stability must be addressed. Thus we have the following:
Lemma 2 The limit cycle £(T,ß) of system (2<8) is globally asymptotically stable.
9
Figure 2.3:
PROOF: Clearly we need not consider completely arbitrary initial conditions. For if we do so, after the first impact we will have z(∕o) = 0, ^Go) = υ(⅛) where to is the first impact time.Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that at i = 0 rr(O) = 0 and x(0+) = r(0+). Now let be the sequence of instants in time that impactsoccur. Then tn < tn+1 and x(tn) — 0. Let xn = i(i+). We will show thatlimn→cc ∣in∣ — Ctj.Consider a semi-trajectory starting at (0,i(0+)) in the x — x projection of the phase plane as shown in fig. 2.3. Suppose that υ(0+) = ±(0+) ≠ Cv. Let t' be such that x(t') = 0 and suppose that the next impact occurs at t = t↑ => rc(ij) = 0. Then
W) = for x > 0for x < 0Ji2(t) + kx2{t} — 2Tx{t) — 7i2(0+) — kx2(t,) — 2Tx(t'}Ix2{t} + kx2(t) + 2Tx(t) = Ix2(ty ) = kx2(t') + 2Tx(t,}
10




∙kx2{t,) + 2Γx(t,) (2-18)(2.19)The impact condition (2.5) at t = tj gives:
I
x(t↑)I j=(*ι^)∣i(0+)
I + Ji^ +
I l⅛(*r)l_________
7 +J i(0÷) 7 +J
*(θ+)J7 +J 
J
Let R = *(θι⅛j and substitute for x(t1 ) and i(0+) above to get:
kx(t,) + 2Γ J7+ J∖kx(t'}-2T I + J 
I= l-⅛ kx(t,) + 2Γ J (2.20)7 + <7 7 + j∖J kx(t,) -2T 1 + JLet x(t,} = C1 + d where Cx is given by (2.16). Substituting above for x(t,) and
R =
Cx, we obtain after rearrangement the following expression for 72:
R
= M)∣ = 1 _ ∕j+2j∖ r _ ∕r
i(0+) ∖7 + J J L V 1
+ β2qd
+ qd (2.21)where
kJ(I + J) I>0, β = < 1 (2.22)9 = T 72 ' - 7 + 2JClearly, if d > 0, then R < 1 and the trajectory is closer to the limit cycle than it was at 0+. If d < 0, i.e., if the trajectory lies in S(Tiβ}i then R > 1 and i(ij^) is closer to the limit cycle than i(0+). The same argument holds for the other half of the trajectory. Thus, as tn —► oo, d —> 0 and R —> 1 and therefore the trajectory approaches the limit cycle asymptotically. If d = 0, then R = 1, i.e., the orbit is on the limit cycle. Moreover, this is true for all initial conditions and therefore the region of attraction is the entire phase plane. I
11
Figure 2.4: Convergence to the limit cycle from the outside.
X
■ mC7⅝
1 J L 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1
-3 -1 1 3Figure 2.5: Convergence to the limit cycle from the inside.
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The stability characteristics of the limit cycle are shown in fig. 2.4 and 2.5 for the case T = 0.1, k = 1, I — 1, a — 0.9.The next lemma makes the connection between the impact damper and the auxiliary system.
Lemma 3 AU solutions of the impact damper (2.1) which start outside the limit 
cycle f,(T,β) are ultimately bounded in the set S(Ι∖β} where T = supi ∣p(t)∣ + e, e > 0.PROOF: Since the excitation torque p(t) in (2.1) is bounded, let T — supf ∣p(t)∣ + e, 
e > 0. Suppose that x(0+) = 0 with rr(O+) = υ(0+) > 0 and outside the limit cycle. Define
V (∕) - Ix2{t} + kx2{t) - 2Tx(t} > 0 (2.23)Differentiating
V (t) = 2lxx + 2kxx — 2Tx (2-24)Using (2.1), the derivative of V(t) along the trajectories of the impact damper isV(i) = 2ρ(i)x — 2kxx + 2kxx — 2Tx= -2(Γ-p(<))iTherefore Vr(f) ≤ -2ex < 0 (2,25)Consider the trajectory of the auxiliary system starting with the same initial conditions. Then, along that trajectory, the derivative of the same Lyapunov func­tion is
V(t) = -(2T-2T)x = Q (2.26)Hence, the trajectory of (2.1) lies closer to the origin than the trajectory of the autonomous system.Similar arguments apply to each of the other four quadrants. Therefore, the tra­jectories of the damper must approach the interior of the limit cycle, since by Lemma
13
2, the autonomous system approaches £(T,ß). Moreover, once inside S(T,β) they can never escape. IThe ultimate boundedness of solutions of the impact damper is an immediate consequence of the three lemmas. Thus we have the
Theorem 2.1 All solutions of (S.l) are ultimately bounded in the set S(1∖β), the 
interior of the limit cycle Z(T,β}.PROOF: Lemma 1 establishes the existence of the limit cycle, lemma 2 proves that the limit cycle is stable and lemma 3 proves that all solutions of (2.1) must enter the region bounded by the set £(T,ß). Once in S(1∖β}, the solutions can never escape. IThe proof of the theorem also provides weak bounds for the maximum velocity and displacement of the impact damper‘through the expressions for Cx and Cυ. Note that even though the solutions are shown to be bounded, the theorem does 
not guarantee that the response is always smaller than that which would be obtained had the damper not been used.The implications of the theorem are depicted in fig. 2.6 and 2.7 where it is seen that solutions starting far from the origin end up in S(I∖β} and remain in that region. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show similar results for a = If (I + J} = 0.99 and ω — 7, c√o ~ ∖JkfT = 1. The second figure shows traces of the trajectory for 170 ≤ t ≤ 190. In all cases p(t} = cos(wt).
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1 1 l L 1 1 1 1 1 ■ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-2 -1 0. 1 2Figure 2.7: Ultimate boundedness, ω — 3, c√o = 1, a = 0.7, 50 ≤ t < 70.
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Having established the fact that all solutions of the impact damper are bounded, we proceed to find periodic solutions. Experiments and analytical work by Masri [8,9] and Shaw [11,12,13] on similar systems suggest the existence of 2-imρact per cycle periodic solutions when the excitation is periodic. Simulation of the behavior of system (2.1) also support this behavior as shown in fig. 2.7. We distinguish between two types of periodic solutions, namely symmetric and nonsymmetric.For convenience we put equations (2.1) in standard form with ω0 = yj^k11 and rewrite the pertinent equations here in a form more suitable to the present analysis. Let the excitation torque
p{t} — Pcos(ωt + θ)Then we have:Equation of motion: x + ωθx = P cos(wi + 0); v = 0; x(t} ≠ 0 Impact condition: i(∕J^) = v(t+) = ax(tι) ÷ bv(tγ)∙, x(t1) = 0
a + b = 1 (3.1)
3.1 Symmetric SolutionsA typical symmetric solution is shown in fig. 3.1 and is referred to as such be­cause the x — x projection of the trajectory is symmetric with respect to the origin. Solutions which do not satisfy this property are the so called nonsymmetric.
17
Figure 3.1: Symmetric periodic solution.The construction of solutions is based on the observation that equation (3.l) is linear in each of the half-planes x > 0 and x < 0. We start the solution at point Qi where x(0) — 0 and determine the phase angle θ and initial velocity ±(0+) = t>(0+) such that the orbit is closed. Because of symmetry, only one arc of the orbit need be considered.Let i(0+) — i0 — v(04") and θ = θΰ at t = 0. Then, for x > 0
x + ωθx = Pcos(fx√ + 0o) (3.2)and the solution for ω ≠ u>0 is
p
x(t} ~ ——-? cos θ0 cos ω0t + io P(~) . ,--------- -------Z sin 0o
u>o ω2 — [√o sin c∪oi —ω2 — ω2
i(i) =
ω2 — ωθ cos(ωt + Θq) (3∙3)Pc√0-------r cos θ0 sin ω0t + ω0«Ζ -  > yiω* — ω
Pωω2 — ω2 sin(ωt + 0q)
io pfe) . √--------- ;—2 sιn^otc,Q C⅛, GJq cos -l^ (3-4)
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= V I — .ω
= 0
Xq
(3.5)(3.6)Using (3.6), the impact condition gives:-i0 = αi (j-) + 6i0→ -⅛ = ≈(r) (3∙7)The velocity i(^ ) is evaluated from (3.4). Thus, (3.5) and (3.7) after rearrange­ment are as follows: io
Wq
sin(^λ7r)
io 1 + 6 wq a + cos(>)
1,2 f ..2 [1 + cθs(1S1,r)] c°s*0 -W∕ U√QP Λ⅛Λ---- 2~tl," 2 sin(iSi7r) sin #0
W2 - Wq ω
P
—------ z sin(s⅛7r) cos θ0 +ω2 - w∩ ω
(3.8)
+ tv2^°J2 [i + c°s(^1π)] sin9° (3.9)
Equations (3.8) and (3.9) are linear in sin0o and cos0o and can be solved easily. Substitution in sin2 0o + cos2 0o = 1 then provides an expression which involves only the velocity Xq and which can be solved. Once Xq is known, expressions for cos0o and sin 0o give the solution for the phase angle. The solution of these equations is given in appendix A. The case of resonance (ω — w0) must be treated separately because the solution for x > 0 in this case is given by:ι(<)
i(t)
x° P ■ a------7—? sιn0ow0 2w≤Wo io
Wo 2wq1 P




The procedure however for solving (3.5) and (3.7) in this case is the same.To ensure that the system (3.8)-(3.9) is nonsingular, special consideration mustbe given to the cases where the frequency ratio u>o∕w is such that the coefficients 1 -+-cos(i^7r) and sin{~jl7r) vanish. This gives rise to two special cases, in addition to resonance: (i) sin(^J17r) — 0, cos(^π) = 1 and (ii) sin(^tπ) = 0, cos(^1π) = — 1. In the first case the ratio <jJq∣u is an even integer while in the second case ω$/ω is odd. For these two cases the analysis simplifies considerably, but for the sake of completeness it is also included in appendix A. It turns out, as might be expected, that the stability characteristics of these special cases differ considerably from those of the generic case.The solutions of equations (3.8)-(3.9) are summarized below for each case sepa­rately.
CASE I: (Generic) ∞s(^π) ≠ -1> sin(^,r) ≠ θ∙
Xq —
Paωk,0∣
tan S∩ — 1 + cos(^Jl7r)









- Wo sin Θ(




ω 2 _ ∖ 1 +
20
In this case x(t) simplifies considerably and we have:
x{t} = (1 - α) vω°4 sin ω0t + —------5 sin ut, x > 0w2 — c√q ωz — ωθ “ (3.16)
CASE III: siπ(^τr)=0, cos(^π) = -l <=> i^=2J + l, Z = l,2,...
7Γ2i0 = 0 (3.17)(3.18)and
P(^} p
x(t} = - „ v, sinω0Z H---- -------^sinω∕, x > 0w2 - ω⅛ ω2 - c⅛ - (3.19)




b) 4ω0 (3.20)(3.21)The solution is z(Z) = 7Γ (3.22)sin u>o^, x > 0
Typical solutions are shown in figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. Observe that case III is singular in the sense that it involves no impacts at all. The secondary rotor remains at rest while the velocity of the primary system is zero at the equilibrium position. The impact damper in this case degenerates to a simple harmonic oscillator
21
lo = 0.Figure 3.2: Periodic solution, resonance, a ~ 0.7, P = 1, i0 = 1.8326,
Figure 3.3: Periodic solution, = 0.5, a = 0.7, P = 1, i0 — 0.40016, 0o 1.03038.
22
Figure 3.4: Periodic solution, 7J1 — 4, a — 0.7, P = 1, Xq = 0.18667, Θq — —
1 0. 1 2-2
toFigure 3.5: Periodic solution, — 5, a = 0.7, P — 1, i0 — θ>
23
Figure 3.6: Periodic solution for = 0.5, a = 0.7, P = 1.
24






subjected to periodic excitation. The response of the system is also shown as a function of time in figure 3.6As the trajectory crosses the x — axis, x = 0 and therefore displacement has a stationary value. Typical solutions show only a maximum, while the singular frequency ratios = 5,6,7,... exhibit multiple loops and therefore have multiple crossings of the x — axis. The maximum displacement can be found by setting the velocity to zero and determining the time t of the crossing. However, analytical solution of this transcendental equation is not possible. Rather than solving this equation numerically, the equations of motion are integrated starting at the proper initial conditions and maximum displacement is recorded. Thus, we can plot the maximum displacement as a function of the frequency ratio. The results for a = 0.9 and a — 0.7, P = 1 are shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. The effect of the relative size of the rotor inertias on damping effectiveness is evident.
25
Figure 3.8: Frequency response, a = 0.7, P — 1.
3.2 Nonsymmetric Periodic Solutions
The existence of nonsymmetric periodic solutions is not immediately obvious. In simulation of the system behavior, solutions originating from different initial condi­tions converge to the symmetric periodic loops. Moreover, the analysis of possible solutions without any symmetry is considerably more complicated than that of the symmetric case.Consider a possible nonsymmetric periodic solution as shown in figure 3.9. As before, let t = 0 be the time at Q1 and i1 be the time of impact at Q$. While in the symmetric case ii = 7r∕ω, in this case, due to lack of symmetry, there is no reason to expect the same timing for the second impact. As a result, determination of the initial conditions io and ⅜ for a closed loop involves the determination of the time of impact as well. Moreover, if i1 = i(ij^) = v(zj^), then ij ≠ i0. Thus, the additional complication arises due to the fact that two distinct impacts must
26
Figure 3.9: Nonsymmetric Solution.be considered in the nonsymmetric case.For the arc Q1Q2Q3 we have the following:
at Q1∙. x(0)=0, i(0+) = υ(0+) = i0, θ = θ0at Q3∙
x(ti} = 0 (3.23)i(i + ) = υ(Z + ) = i1 (3.24)e1 = 0o + ωi1 (3.25)
The impact condition at Q3 gives:
i1 = ax(tl ) ÷ bio (3.26)
For the second arc QsQ4Q1 of the trajectory we have:
27





χ(t2} = 0 (3.28)
x(t2) = v(*J) = i0 (3.29)and the impact condition
Xq — ax(t2} + bxι (3.30)In principle equations (3.23), (3.26), (3.28) and (3.30) can be solved for the four unknowns Xq, x^ and i1. In practice the most substantial obstacle comes from the solution of the transcendental equation (3.23).At first, we investigate the possibility of Zχ = J ==> ~ θo ÷ Then, for thearc Q1Q2Q3 we have that .π.≈(-) = 0Since the solution is known, we obtain from (3.3) the following expression for zero displacement at Q3 {ω ‡ <*>o):
Pω2 -u⅛ l + cos(^π)] + ∆i⅛λsin0ou,o — ΰ?θ sin(¾lπ) = θ (3.31)COS #oA similar condition at Q1 can be obtained for the second arc from (3.31) by substi­tution of θγ — Θq ÷ π and i1 in place of 0o and io respectively. We get







ω0 ω2 — ω⅞
sin Vo sin(^11π) = 0
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Wq
[i1 + i0]sin(^τr) = Ο (3.33)Thus, either = —Xq which gives the symmetric solution, or sin(^Jtπ) = 0 ≠∙= ∕ = 2,3,...The case of resonance will be treated below and it will be shown that only the symmetric solution is possible. Thus, the only existing possibilities are those for which the frequency ratio wo∕ω is an integer.Consider first = 2m, m = 1,2,.... Then, expressions for position and velocity at first impact are as follows:
2Pπ≈(i1) = x(-) =w W4 — Wr cos Θq = 0
2Pω
x(tl} = x0----- -------rsin^ow2 - WqFrom (3.34) we conclude that θ0 = ±∣.Substituting for the velocity in (3.26) we find 
2Pω
(3.34)(3.35)
Xι — a x0 W2 — Wq sin θ0 bx0
2Paω
Xι — Xq “ sin pq (3.36)ω* — t*>QFor the second arc of the trajectory we make again the substitutions 
θ0 —> θ1 = Θq + π; z0 —► i1. Condition (3.28) is satisfied identically with this choice for the phase angle while . 2Pw ∙ λ x(Z2 ) = xι + —------ , sin Θqω2 — wθSubstituting in (3.30) we get
Xq = a
2Pw . λ 
xι + —;----- τ sin 0oωi — w∏ + 6i1
. 1. . 2Paω .= (α + b)x1 + ——-J sin 0o
= xq
= Xq
2Paω w2 - w2ωi- — ωisin Θq + 2Paω sin θcωi — ω}
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Thus, the closure conditions are satisfied identically and Θq as well as x0 have not been determined. Note however that must be negative. Morever, since i0 > θ and ω2 — ωθ < 0, it follows that sin θ0 < 0,o — 7Γ2 (3.37)Substituting into (3.36) we get 2Pαw < 0Xι — ω2 — ω2Hence, the only restriction on the initial velocity of the primary mass is 
2Paω
0 ≤ x0 < (3.38)ω2 — ω2The above inequality indicates that there is an infinity of solutions of this type which lie arbitrarily close to each other. Note that the symmetric solution io = isa special case of the one above. Specifically, any solution starting in the interval specified by (3.38) above with 0o = -π∕2 is a periodic solution.Three of the solutions specified above are shown in figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 for the frequency ratio = 2. The one shown in figure 3.12 is the symmetric solution. Note that for each nonsymmetric solution with i0 ∈ [0, ) there is a “conjugate”one which is its symmetric image about the origin and for which i0 ∈ (^fz⅛, 1A pair of these “conjugate” solutions is shown in the other two figures.In the case = 2ra ÷ 1, m = 1,2,... the position is zero at ti = π∕ω and this is independent of the phase angle Θq. Moreover, the velocity prior to impact is i(∕j^) ~ ~‡o· After impact
i1 = αi(Z1 ) + bio 
= ~ai0 ÷ bio
= (b-a)x0 (3.39)Repeating for the second arc we find
io — {b - o)i1 (3.40)
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Figure 3.12: Symmetric solution belonging to the group shown in fig. 3.10 and 3.11.The only possible solution of (3.39) and (3.40) is io = iι = 0 which is the symmetric solution.In the case of resonance, clearly Θq = 0 and the velocity prior to impact is
After impact
ii = αi(Z1 ) + bxQ
Pπ∖
= -a 1 i0 + -— 1 + bx0 2ujq ×
= (b-a)i0-
Paπ2u?o (3.41)For the second arc, Qγ = Θq + π = π and x(tz) = x(π) ~ 0. The velocity is i(Z2) = + 2^^y∙ After impact
io = a (-iι+£)+bi'
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io = (b — a)x1 +
Ραπ2t√o= (δ — α) (δ — α)xo - Ραπ Ραπ
2luq . 2u∕— (δ — α) x0 + = (fe-α)2x0 +
9 Ραπ. , .2~ ' (1-δ + α)2t⅜Pa2πω0 (3-42)
÷
Solving for io we find x0 = (∣) which is the symmetric solution. In summary,the only nonsymmetric periodic solutions in which the impacts occur at half periodare those with even.ωAttempts to solve the system of equations (3.23), (3.26), (3.28) and (3.30) nu­merically resulted in two problems. Iterative methods like Newton’s method and the iteration method either converged to the symmetric solution or did not converge at all. The bisection method was also applied in order to circumvent this difficulty in the following way: we notice first that an initial guess in x0 and 0o determines 
t∖ and ±i uniquely through equation x(i1) = 0 and the impact condition at Q3. As a result, the problem is reduced to finding two unknowns 0o and io such that the trajectory is closed at Q1. This implies that
2π— $1+^2------ — θω= Xo — i(t2 ) = 0 (3.43)(3.44)∕(⅛)Λ) ff(io,0o)
Thus, the bisection method was applied to find the zeroes of ∕(xo,0o) and g(xo,0o).To determine the range of values for xo and Θq in which to search for possible solutions, the two fuctions were plotted. It was found that they both have dis­continuities from negative to positive values, in effect never crossing the zero axis. Clearly, they both vanish at the point representing the symmetric solution, but their unusual behavior makes the search for nonsymmetric solutions impossible.
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3.3 Subharmonic Periodic Solutions
Multiple-impacts-per-cycle subharmonic solutions would be expected to exist. How­ever, analytical investigation of these solutions is not possible due to the difficulty in solving the transcendental equations x(ti) = 0 for the impact times ∕t∙. The only other alternative available, namely numerical solution of these equations, is hin­dered by problems similar to those encountered in the analysis of the nonsymmetric harmonic solutions. As a result, we investigate only a small subset of these solutions which, as it turns out, play important role in the analysis of chaotic behavior.Specifically, we look for symmetric 2 impacts/cycle periodic solutions whose frequency is equal to the natural frequency of the primary system. The response of the system is given by equations (3.3) and (3.4) as before. The time of impact then is t = tι — — and therefore, at Q2 (fig. 3.l) we have:
x(— 1 - 0 ∖ω0.. ∕ π +∖ ∕ 7Γ +'rc — ) = υ — J = -x0
∖ω0 ∕ ∖ω0where Xq is as before. The impact condition gives
(3.45)
1 + 6' 7Γ -
x0 (3.46)∖ a j ∖t√oFollowing the same procedure as in the case of harmonic solutions, (3.45) and (3.46) reduce to
2 f>) ½
∖a J ω0
1 + cos [—π) cosθ0 — sin ( — π ) sin0o ∖w0 ∕J Vω0 ∕
p { W J, ω° 2 sin (~π) cos θ0 + 
ω2 — wθ ∖u>o ∕
(3.47)
+teb1
ω2 — <jJq l
∕ ω+ cos ι —π ∖ω0 sin Θq (3.48)
0 =
x
In this case additional conditions must be imposed on the forcing term to ensure that the response is symmetric, namely thatcos ( —π + θ0 ) — - cos0o ∖ω∩ ∕ (3.49)
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and sin (—π + Θq J =— sintfo (3.50)∖Wo ∕The last two conditions imply that ~ = 21 ÷ 1, I = 1,2,... Thus (3.47) is satisfied identically and (3.48) gives s0 = 0 (3-51)This case is therefore similar to the harmonic response for — 21 + 1, I = 1,2,... Using similar arguments, we deduce that for this subharmonic solutionÖ0 = - I (3.52)
also.Thus, there are subharmonic solutions which involve no impacts at all and are given by (3.5l), (3.52) and
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We turn now our attention to the stability of the periodic solutions found in the previous chapter. Specifically, we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of per­turbations to the steady state solution of the impact damper. Because of the dis­continuities in the solution of the system, the usual method of investigation does not apply and we must use an alternative approach developed by Masri and Caughey
[8].
4.1 Method of AnalysisConsider the dynamical system1x = f(x, i), x∈IRn, f∈IRn (4.1)with the usual assumptions on f(x,i). Let x = y(f) be a solution of (4.1) and suppose that this solution is perturbed so that
×W =y(t) + f(∕).Then, y(i) is asymptotically stable if it is stable and f⅛lli(t)∣∣ =o.
1 Boldface letters denote vectors. Matrices are denoted with capital letters.
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To determine the behavior of ξ(i) we substitute in the equations of motion for x(t) to get
y(i) + ξ(t) =f(y(<) + ξ(⅛),t)and expand f in a Taylor series about y(i) to get the variational equations for the system as ξ = f(t)ξ + Λ(ξ,i) (4.2)where F(t) is an n × n matrix with
r, ⅜(y(i),i)
Fii ∂yjThus, y(t) is asymptotically stable if the origin is an asymptotically stable equilib­rium point of (4.2). In the usual method, analysis of the linearized system
e = F(i)i(i) (4.3)
is often adequate for determining the stability characteristics of the solution of the complete system (4.l). Note that if y(f) is periodic in i, so is F{t} and Floquet theory applies. However, in the present case as well as in the problem analyzed by Masri and Caughey, the solution is only piecewise continuous with discontinuities at every impact and therefore the coefficient matrix F(i) cannot be computed in the usual way. We bypass this difficulty by converting the variational equation into a difference equation as follows. The steady state solution y(Z) is perturbed immediately after impact. These initial perturbations will evolve and their new values after the next impact can be determined. The process can be repeated with the new values for the next half cycle. If the initial perturbations decrease to zero after multiple impacts, the steady state solution is asymptotically stable. Otherwise it is unstable. Note that between impacts, f(x,Z) is continuous and satisfies the Lipschitz condition. Therefore, the solution of (4.l) exists and is unique between impacts.
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Now, let the initial perturbation vector be ξ0 so that the initial conditions im­mediately after impact are x(∆to) = ×o + ξ0where Xo is the vector of initial conditions for steady state response. Suppose that the steady state solution is periodic with period 2π∕ω and involves 2 impacts/cycle. Then the next impact will occur at ωt = π + ∆f'o and ∆tθ can be determined from
Δ⅛ = ∕ι(y, ξo,∆∕o)
for some function h.Let the perturbation vector after the next impact be ξ1. Then
ξ1 = Qξo + Λ(io) (4-4)
where Q is a constant matrix and R contains all the terms in ξ0 of second order or higher. After m + 1 impacts we get
fm+ι = Qim + Λ(ξJ (4.5)= <5m+1ξ0 + ∙β,(io)
Consider the linear part of (4.5) between the rath and (ra + l)th impacts
C+ι - ‰ (4∙6)= Qm+1i0
If the eigenvalues of Q are distinct, it can be diagonalized using a similarity trans­formation so that
Q = SAS^1 Qm = SAmS~1 ; Λ diagonal
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Let λj, i = 1,2,..., n be the eigenvalues of Q. Then, the origin is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of (4.6) if and only if the eigenvalues of Q have modulus less than one, i.e., ∣λi∣<l, t = l,2,...,n (4.7)
If the eigenvalues of Q are not distinct, it can always be transformed into Jordan canonical form and the condition (4.7) still applies.Concerning the stability of (4.4) we have the following theorem which has been proven by Masri and Caughey [8].
Theorem 4.1 (T. K. Caughey, S. Masri)
if
1. ∣∣ξ0∣∣ is sufficiently small
S Iim . ∣∣fl(f)∣∣ - 0lim∣lil∣-0 ∣∣ξ∣∣ -υ
and if fm+1 = em+1i0 (4.8)
is asymptotically stable, then so is the system
ξm+! = Qm+1io + ^'(io) (4.9)
The proof of this theorem is provided in appendix B for the sake of completeness.Thus, the stability problem is reduced to determining the matrix Q and its eigen­values. However, the theorem allows us to determine the stability characteristics of the nonlinear system only in “the first approximation”. As a result, it provides no information at all in the case where one of the eigenvalues of Q has modulus one. To conclude stability or instability in such cases, one must analyze the full nonlinear system.
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4.2 Stability of the Periodic Solutions
To put the equations of motion of the impact damper in the form of (4.l), let
X X
X , f(x,t) = ~~uJqX ÷ Pcos(ωt + 0)







4.2.1 Symmetric Harmonic SolutionsAs before, let the values of the initial conditions for steady state response be
z(0) = Xo = 0 i(0) = υ(0) ~ i0 ' (4.11)
θ = θ0The conditions at ωt = π+ as well as the perturbations to these values are sum­marized in table 4.1. Primed quantities are those after the second impact (at half cycle). Note that because of the active nature of the system, the position at impact is always zero. Moreover, immediately after impact both rotors assume the same velocity and, therefore, xq — vq ==> io + ∆io = io + ∆υ<j => ∆io = ∆υo∙
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Steady State Perturbedat ωt = 0+ at <jjt — (0 -H ∆io)+
X — Xq = 0 X — x0 = 0
X = &0 x = io ÷ ∆io
V — v0 — x0 v = v0 + ∆υo = x0 + ∆⅛o
e = θ0 θ = Θq -∖^ Δ0qat ωt = π+ at ωt ~ (π + ∆iθ)+
X = x0 = 0 X = Xo = 0
X — Xq X = —Xo — ∆iθ
V = -Vq = -i0 V — -vg - Δ⅛ = -i0 - Δ⅛
0Mo 0 - ⅜ + Δ¾
Table 4.1: Summary of initial and final conditions.
As it was shown in the previous chapter, depending on the frequency ratio c√o∕w, there are four classes of symmetric solutions and each must be treated separately. Except for the case of resonance, the solution is
z(i)
i(i)
A cos ω0i + B sin ujqI------ -------r
ωi — t√o—√4c⅜sιnwoi + Bwocoswol H----ω
cos(ωt + 0o)
Pω sin(ωf ÷ 0o) (4.12)(4.13)
and the coefficients A and B depend on the initial conditions.Let Ao and Bo denote the values corresponding to periodic solutions, and con­sider first the general case where cos(^iπ) ≠ ±1, sin(^Ji7r) ≠ 0.
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Then Ao = A(0) = C√2 — U>2 COS 0q (4.14)
Bo = B(0} = x0
p (⅛),U>o U>2 — ω2 sin θo (4-15)For the perturbed solution A = A(0 + ∆to) and B = B(0 + ∆to)∙ At ωt — π + ∆tθimpact occurs and the displacement is zero:, . ∕π + Δ⅛-∆io∖ . X . ∕π + Δ⅛-∆io∖0 = A(0 + ∆io) cosω0 -------------------I + B(0 + ∆to) sιnc√o I —
ω ω
’2 - '⅜2<jJi — UJf cos(τr + ∆iθ — Δ/q + 0Q + Δ0q)0 = A(O + ∆io) coscj0 ) ÷ B(0 + ∆Z0) sinω0 ∙ +
ω2 — u>o cos(ΔT + 0Q + ∆0o) (4.16)where ΔT = Δ⅛ - ∆io = Δ⅜ - ∆0o (4.17)To first order A(0 ÷ ∆fo) = A(0) + —— ∆⅛o ÷ τττ-∆0o 
OXq O0qSince
∂A cos 0Q I = 0
∂xq ∂xq ∖ω2 — ω2
∂A P
=---- ;------ ? sιn θ°∂0q ω2 — wθwe get j4(0 + ∆Zo) — Ao ω2 — ω2 sin0o∆0o (4.18)Similarly
∂B ∂BB(0 + ∆Z0) — B(0) + —— ∆io ÷ "Ξ7^Δ0o 
OXq O0q
— Bo + "—∆io - 
u>o
∖⅛⅛∕
ω2 — ω2 cos 0o∆0o (4∙19)
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In addition
COS Wo 1m ≈ cos(ttittπ) — sin(^τr)-ΔT' l*) ∕ ' ω , (jJ (4.20)sinw0 1<7T + ΔΓ∖ CU∏« sin(τ*l7r) + c0s(^li7r)—ΔΓ (4.21)I w ∕ ω ω ωcos(ΔT -f- Θq + Δ0q) « cos0q — sin0o(∆71 + ∆0o) (4-22)
Note also that from the steady state solution
x (—} = Λ0cos(iiitt7r) + Bo sin(t^1π) H--- —-—- cos0o = θ (4.23)
Substituting into (4.16) from (4.18), (4.19), (4.20), (4.21) and (4.22) and using (4.23) while keeping only the first order terms, we obtain, after simplification
d1∆7' +⅛∆0o÷⅛-- 0 (4.24)
where the constants ⅛, i — 1,2,3 are given in terms of parameters of the problem. Expressions for these constants are provided in appendix C.The impact condition (3.1) at ωt = (π + ∆Zq)^,^ gives
“(^o ÷ ∆iθ) — ax ( ∖—Η ΔtθJ J + 6υ(0 + ∆Zo)
l· ∆∕θ^ + 6(i0 ÷ ∆io) (^-25)
The velocity x + ∆iθ) J can be evaluated using (4.13) and (4.18)-(4.22). Keep­ing only first order terms, we obtain
X I I ÷ ∆zθ — X ( J + c1ΔT -+- C2Δi0 + C3∆00 (4.26)
where the coefficients c,∙, i = 1,2,3 are given in terms of parameters. The veloc-
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ity i(J-) is the velocity prior to impact in the steady state solution and can be evaluated from the known solution. Using (4.25), (4.26) and the fact that for the periodic solution —io = ai(ζ~) + δio we get
= c1ΔZ, + c2∆0o + <⅛- (4.27)Wθ WoThe coefficients Cj, i = 1,2,3 are also given in appendix C. Using (4.17) ΔT can be eliminated from the problem and equations (4.24) and (4.27) can be put in matrix form as follows: ’ Δ¾ 1 _ É2.
1 dl di 1.. ■■■∙3≥<11____∆s{1 . ωo c2-cι⅛ <⅛~cι⅛ u,0 (4-28)Thus the transition matrix Q has the above entries for this problem. Let the characteristic polynomial of Q be
r(λ) = λ2 — α1λ + αθ (4-29)
Then, the stability of the steady state solution is determined by the values of the roots of this quadratic. Expressions for the coefficients αχ and Oq are derived in appendix C. We obtain:







and stability of the solution depends on the values of these coefficients.
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Although the above are for the generic case, the procedure is the same for resonance and the other two special cases. The details for resonance are given in appendix C. The solutions for = ∕, ∕ = 2,3,... are simple enough to allow explicit evaluation of the eigenvalues of Q. In fact, for these solutions we can make statements concerning their stability which are not conditional on the values of the system parameters.Consider first the solution for = 2Z, I = 1,2,3,.... We find that
aΔ0' = ΔΘq∆i∩ — — (α + δ) ∆io ∆⅛ot√o u,oThus, Q is diagonal and the two eigenvalues are Wo
(4.32)(4.33)
∣λι∣ - λ2 = a — 2 -1 (4-34)(4.35)
a ~ 2
a < 1
The conclusion from (4.34) is that perturbations in the phase angle decrease. How­ever, we cannot make any statement concerning perturbations of the velocity be­cause in this case stability is marginal and linear theory is not adequate. Note that these solutions belong to the larger class of nonsymmetric solutions and will be discussed later.Fort^ι = 2Z + l, I = 1,2,3,... we find that
Δ¾Δ⅛
Wq
- ∆6>o = (a — 6) ∆zoWo (4.36)(4-37)As a result λι — 1, ∣λ2∣ — I a — b∖ <1and we have another marginal case except that here it is the velocity perturbations that die out.
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In the case of resonance we find that
aΔ¾Δ⅛
CJq




û + bλl and ∣λ2] = ∣α — δ∣ < 1 (4.40)
the resonance solution is always stable.While expressions (4.30) and (4.31) enable us to compute the eigenvalues of Q for specific cases, it is important to determine the regions in parameter space where solutions are stable. The boundaries of this region can be determined without explicit knowledge of the eigenvalues themselves. Because r(λ) is quadratic there are two possibilities for the roots on the boundary:
1. λι, λ2 are complex, λ2 = λι and ∣λι∣ = 1.
2. λ1, λ2 are real, ]λι∣ > ∣λ2∣ and ∣λ1∣ = 1.
In the first case λιλι — α0 — ∣λι (4.41)so that on the boundary α0 = 1
cos (l-α)2h7 -(l-α)
∖Wq∕
-(l-a)2(-+ 1 —2a = a-2 ∖ω0∕Solving for a we find' c0s(^ii7r) — 3
a= 1--------- 2--^∙-----------(⅛) [c°s(ιO-ι (4.42)
2The other root, a = 1, is not a possible parameter for the problem.
,2 f"V,1 _
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When the roots are real and the largest is equal to ±1 we obtain from (4.29)
1 — α1λ + ctQ = 0 => 1 + αo = ±<*ι
Assume first that λ1 = —1. Substituting above for α1 and o0 from (4.30) and (4.31) we obtain 2α [l — cos(t^l7r)] — 0
Since the term in the brackets is different from zero, it follows that a — 0. However, zero is not in the range of values of a and as a result the possibility that λ = — 1 does not exist. Using the positive sign we obtain
ω.u>0 (o - 1)2 [cos(¾⅛) - l] = 1 + cos(^τr)which does not have any solution because the left hand side is always negative while the right is always positive. Thus, λ = 1 is an impossible case. The stability boundary is therefore given by (4.42).The stability diagram is shown in figure 4.1, The lines a = 1 and a = 0 are shown as boundary lines but clearly they do not belong to the region of stability. The vertical lines at ~ = ‡, I = 2,3,4,... are meant to indicate that those points represent marginal stability. Near resonance, the region of practical interest, periodic solutions are stable. The right boundary, represented by (4.42) approaches a horizontal asymptote which can be found from that expression. Let ~ = η and expand cos(s^π) in a Taylor series about zero. Then we get from (4.42)
X
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Figure 4.1: Stability diagram of symmetric solutions.
The magnitude of the largest eigenvalue is also plotted as a function of the frequency ratio in figures 4.2 and 4.3. The relative maxima in the region below resonance correspond to the singular frequency ratios 1/Z and have value one. For the case a = 0.7 > 0.595 the magnitude is always less than one and all solutions are stable as expected.
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Figure 4.2: Magnitude of largest eigenvalue, a = 0.7.
1 2 3 4 ω∕u>o 5Figure 4.3: Magnitude of largest eigenvalue, a = 0.3.0.
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4.2.2 Nonsymmetric SolutionsDue to lack of symmetry, the procedure is slightly different in this case. While in analyzing the symmetric type it is necessary to consider only half the cycle the other half being being identical, here we must consider both halves.Recall that nonsymmetric solutions are characterized by






ωz — ω*Then Δ0' = ∆0o1 ~ ηaLet —ii be the initial velocity for the other arc. Then, we get (4.45)
Δ¾' = ij(ω2-w2) Δ0'
1 -
1 - 11 - 2PωBut io ÷ ii — and thereforeU)(1 U> ±ι = (1 —-7)Substituting above for ij we obtain
2Paωt√o — ω2
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Δ⅛' = 1 1 - (1 — zγ)αJ Δθ’° (4.46)For the complete, cycle we then getΔ¾' = 1 — Ία 1 - (1 - 7)α ∆0rwhich reduces to Δ⅞' = (1~a) -
<γ(l-'ι)a2
-∆0o (4∙47)1 +Now, 1 — a > 0 and 1 — 7 > 0 => > θ∙ Hence ∆0θ < ∆0o and thesesolutions are phase stable.The impact condition (4.25) for the first arc yields∆iju>o = — (α + b) ∆io ∆ioWo WoSimilarly, for the other arc∆ir
Wq
≤ = -(α + i) ∆ijWo ∆ijWoHence = which confirms the earlier statement, namely that nonsymmetricW(∣ W(ι ’ j jsolutions are neutrally stable.
4.2.3 Subharmonic SolutionsThe solutions under consideration are only those special cases for whichWo 1 . λ π . .~ " oΓT7, l = 1>2,∙ ∙i 0θ = “0; x° = xo = 0 (4.48)




Having determined the periodic solutions and having established their stability char­acteristics, we turn now our attention to the region in parameter space where these solutions are unstable in order to determine the behavior of the system there.One would expect other types of “regular” solutions such as subharmonic solu­tions to be stable there, but, as was pointed out in chapter 3, such solutions, if they exist, are unstable. With the exception of a few subharmonic motions discussed earlier, other such solutions cannot be found analytically because of the difficulty in solving the transcendental equations involved.It turns out that in the region of instability of the harmonic solutions, motions are either quasiperiodic or chaotic. A typical time series is shown in figure 5.1 for 
a = 0.3 and w∕w0 = 4 where the motion of the system is recorded after 100 cycles of the excitation torque. Close observation reveals that there is no regularity of motion even though one would expect all transients to have died out.It is generally believed today that chaotic motions of deterministic systems are the rule rather than the exception and are exhibited by even the simplest dynamical systems. As a result, even though evidence in the form of the irregular time series shown in figure 5.1 cannot be conclusive, we proceed in this chapter to describe and investigate the nature of chaotic motions exhibited by the impact damper. First we need a brief discussion on chaos in deterministic systems as well as the associated
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Since the purpose of the system under investigation is to provide damping, from the engineering point of view, the global results given in chapter 2 concerning the ultimate boundedness of solutions as well as the fact that even near resonance the amplitude of oscillations is relatively small, would be adequate. However, there has been growing interest in the steady state, nonperiodic response of dynamical systems for a number of reasons.Besides the fact that these systems are interesting in their own right, such be­havior, apparently chaotic motions from deterministic equations, is exhibited by systems from as diverse fields as electrical circuits, meteorology, elastic structures [3,5,10], biological systems [7] e.t.c.. Also, Shaw [11,12,13] has reported the exis­tence of chaotic motions in impact dampers described by a second order system. In such problems, conventional methods of analysis such as perturbation methods clearly do not work and new approaches are needed.Second, up until recently, such lack of regularity in the steady state response of a deterministic system was attributed to random inputs not measured, lack of accu­racy in monitoring the response and/or the initial conditions as well as the random variation of some system parameter. Clearly, the existence of chaotic motions in a deterministic system indicates that not all such behavior is due to stochastic inputs but may well be an inherent system characteristic.In such cases, the system motion is limited within a bounded region but does not involve what is considered “regular” motion, i.e., limit cycles, periodic solutions or motion near an equilibrium state. The term “strange attractor” is often used to classify bounded chaotic motions in contrast to the regular attractors mentioned above.There is a variety of methods for determining whether a system is truly chaotic
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or not and which provide useful information on the system characteristics: (a) Time histories, (b) Phase plane portraits, (c) Fourier transforms, (d) Poincare maps and (.e) computation of Lyapunov exponents. The first three are well known while the last two, although not new, have proven most useful in analyzing chaotic motions and have received considerable attention lately.Put simply, the Poincare map provides information on the state of the system at discrete instants in time, thereby causing possible motion regularity or pattern to surface. Of a more quantitative nature is the computation of Lyapunov exponents to be defined more precisely later. It is generaly accepted that a positive Lyapunov exponent is indicative of chaotic nature of a system and, therefore, provides a criterion for testing such behavior.
5.2 The Poincare MapConsider the dynamical system x — f(x), where x(i) ∈ IRn and f : U —* lRn, 
U Ç IRn. We define [5] the flow φt associated with the system as a smooth function such that
φt∖U —-+ IRn, ≠i(x) — ≠(x√)i x ∈ Z7, t ∈ (a, 6) Ç ]Rwith
^(≠(x>i)) = f(≠(x,i))Clearly φt+a = φt o φs and if x(0) = x0, then φ(xo,O) = x0. In this case, ≠(x0,∙) defines a trajectory of the differential equation starting at χ0.Now, let Γ be a periodic orbit of φt in IRn and Σ C IRn be a local cross section of dimension n — 1 as shown in figure 5.2. The surface Σ must be chosen so that the flow is transverse to it. Let p be the point of intersection of Σ with Γ and let 
V C Σ be some neighborhood of p. Then, the Poincare map Π : V —► Σ is defined [5] for a point g ∈ V by
∏⅛) = ≠T⅛)
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Figure 5.2: Poincaré map
where τ is the time taken for trajectory φ(q) starting at q to first return to Σ. Clearly p is a fixed point of ∏ and, if T is the period of Γ, then τ —> T as q —> p. Moreover, the stability characteristics of Γ are reflected on the stability characteristics of q.Note that the choice of Σ is arbitrary and is made so as to best suit the problem. It can also be interpreted [3] as the occurrance of an event. In fact, in proving Lemma 2 of chapter 2, we have implicitly used the occurrance of an impact (z = 0) to monitor the distance of an arbitrary trajectory of the auxilliary system (2.8) from the limit cycle Γ(T, β). In that case, the implicit Poincaré section was
Σ = I (a:, u, v) ∈ IR3 : x ~ 0, x — — i; — yj∙
In the case of a periodically forced oscillation, the system is x — f(x,i), 
(x,t) ∈ IRn X 1R where f (∙, Z) = f(■, t + T} is periodic in t with period T. Then, 
t may be included as an explicit state variable by defining $ = ω∕, where w ≈ γ is
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the frequency of the field vector f. Therefore
X = f(x,tf)
ê = ω
In this case, we can define a global cross section Σ as
Σ = {(x,tf) ∈ IRn X S : ∂ = θ0}
where S = [0,2π). Here all solutions cross Σ transversely and the Poincaré map ∏ is defined globally. With ∏ defined as such, the state of the system is monitored at times Θq + k~, k = 0,1,2,... and the term “stroboscopic view” has often been used to describe the action of Π.As in the case of the autonomous system, a periodic solution of x — f(x,i) corresponds to a fixed point of ∏ and, if such a solution is stable, then so is the fixed point of ∏. As a result, repeated iteration of ∏ on some initial point will generate a sequence of points on Σ which will converge to the fixed point. Similarly, the existence of a subharmonic solution will correspond to a finite number of points on Σ. If the solution is subharmonic of order ra, then there will be m periodic points of ∏ in Σ.It follows from the above that successive iteration of the Poincaré map which leads to an infinite number of points on Σ indicates that the behavior of the system is chaotic, never achieving any of the so called “regular” motions. Thus, a strange attractor of the dynamical system corresponds to a strange attractor of the Poincarémap II.In the case of the impact damper, the system is 4th order (including time) and therefore Σ is a surface in lRs. Projections on the x — x, x — υ and v — x planes of the points in the attracting set are shown in figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 respectively for a test case with α = 0.3, u>0 = 1, u> = 5 and θ0 = —π∕2. There are 3000 points which have been recorded at half-period, giving two groups of points which
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Figure 5.3: Poincaré map, x — x projection, 3000 points, a = 0.3, — — 5.
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Figure 5.5: Poincaré map, x — v projection, 3000 points, a = 0.3, = 5.
are almost symmetric about the origin. The x — x projection consists of five distinct lines which intersect in pairs. They are relatively sharp and well defined which is atypical. The patterns in the other two projections are not so well defined with points appearing in clusters, and appear to be more typical of their kind. The periodic solution is also shown in these plots with a θ while the points resulting from the subharmonic of order 5 are indicated with a circle. A three dimensional representation of the attractor is also shown in figure 5.6. Similar plots for ~ = 3,4 also feature the sharp lines on the x — x plane except that in these cases there are three and four lines respectively.Phase plane portraits of the chaotic trajectories are not very illuminating for two reasons. First, there is the difficulty of a two dimensional representation of three dimensional intersecting curves, which of course is not peculiar to this problem. This difficulty can be bypassed if the trajectories are smooth as is the case of the Lorentz
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Figure 5.6: Three dimensional representation of the attractor, a = 0.3, -y- = 5.
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and Roessler attractors. However, in the case of the impact damper, trajectories are discontinious and this, in fact, is the second source of complication.Trajectories of periodic solutions shown so far are misleading in the sense that they only show jumps in the primary mass velocity x when x = 0. However, each arc of these orbits lies on a plane where the auxilliary mass velocity v is constant. These planes are perpendicular to the v — axis and intersect it at v — ±iθ. Thus, every impact involves a discontinuity in x as well as a jump from one plane to another. In an arbitrary trajectory of course, v takes on many values and, therefore, jumps in υ involve many planes. In the case of chaotic motions, the number of these planes is infinite. The result of transfers from plane to plane is to make the projection of the attractor on a two dimensional surface appear more complicated than it actually is.The above features are are shown in figures 5.7abc where projections of a chaotic trajectory on the three coordinate planes are drawn for the test case α = 0.5, = 5.Note that all motion is confined to. a relatively small volume around the origin, in agreement with the theorem in chapter 2. Figure 5.7b shows a number of the planes involved and they are represented by horizontal lines perpendicular to the v — axis. More informative is figure (c) where, lines parallel to the x—axis represent trajectory arcs between impacts. All these lines originate from points along the line x = υ. Transfers to another v — constant plane occur along straight lines all of which have the same slope. After each impact, the new v = constant plane passes through the point where the transfer line first intersects the line x = v.The slope of the transfer lines depends only on the impact parameter a and can be found from i(i+) — x(t )slope = s = v(f+) — v(t~}where the usual notation is used for quantities before and after impact. Since 
x(t+} = υ(f+) — ax(t~} + bv[t~} we find
(o — l)i(i ) + bv(t ) 
αi(∕) + (δ — l)υ(i-)
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X—
Figure 5.7: Projections of the phase plane portrait of a chaotic trajectory on the three coordinate planes, a = 0.3, — = 5.* ’ Ld..
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b 1----= 1 - - < 0
a a
Hence
— bx{t~} + bv(t~}3 ~~,----------—■—--------αi(f-) — av(t~)Of more traditional nature is the computation of the steady state response spec­trum. If the motion is periodic, the spectrum is discrete. On the other hand, a stochastic or chaotic signal will produce a continuous spectrum. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the 1024-point FFT for two impact parameters, a = 0.9 and a = 0.3 (u>∕u>o ~ 5) respectively. The first case is well within the stability region of the periodic solutions, the response being periodic with frequency 5. This is confirmed in fig. 5.8 where a sharp peak is present at ω = 5. In contrast, the spectrum for 





-A·, 1>1 1 » - L  1 1 1 1 r - I 1 1 1 10.
0. 5 10 15 ω
Figure 5.8: Response spectrum, a = 0.9, ~ = 5. 20
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Figure 5.9: Response spectrum, a = 0.3, -y- = 5.
5.3 Lyapunov Exponents
The Lyapunov exponents can be used to quantify chaos in some sense, providing average exponential rates of divergence or convergence of nearby trajectories in phase space. Other similar measures are also defined but computational problems limit their range of applications. In fact, the computation of Lyapunov exponents is not free of problems either. Only in the simplest problems can they be computed analytically.Following Wolf [14], we define the Lyapunov exponents in a manner which is most suitable for computation. Let the dimension of phase space be n, the flow be <∕>i(x) and consider a sphere of infinitesimal radius ε centered at Xo ∈ IRn. Under the action of ≠t(x), this sphere of initial conditions will translate and deform into an ellipsoid. Let pt∙(∕), i — l,2,...,n be the lengths of the principal axes of the
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ellipsoid. Then, the tth Lyapunov exponent μ^ is defined as
,. 1> P∙(i) ,√,xμ, = lun-log2- (5.1)
where the μ< are ordered so that μ1 > μ% > ∙ ∙ ∙ > μn. The linear extent of the ellip­soid grows as-2^1^ but its orientation varies through the attractor in a complicated manner.If all the Lyapunov exponents are negative, trajectories converge to an equi­librium point. Thus, motion is around a stable equilibrium point and therefore “regular”. If the largest Lyapunov exponent is zero while the rest are less than zero the attractor is a limit cycle. In the case where μι > 0, the corresponding axis expands exponentially. If all solutions of the system are bounded, this exponential growth implies that some “folding” action forces separated trajectories to merge. This repeated “stretching” and “folding” gives rise to chaotic motions within the attractor. Note that the volume of the ellipsoid increases as 2∑⅛x*Λ Since solutions are bounded, it follows that the sum of Lyapunov exponents must be negative.Thus, to detect chaotic motion, it is sufficient to compute the first Lyapunov exponent μ1. Numerical computation of the limit (5.1) can only provide an estimate. Wolf (15] provides an algorithm and the program FET1 which computes a lower bound for μ1 from a finite number of points in the attracting set. Clearly μ1 depends on the system parameters. Various computations gave estimates of μ1 ranging from 0.1 to 0.3. To put these numbers in perspective, using the same algorithm, Wolf [15] obtained estimates of μ1 for the Lorentz attractor of 2.16, and for the Roessler attractor 0.13.The values obtained are in agreement with the results from the Poincaré map, confirming the fact that these motions of the impact damper are indeed chaotic. Es­timates of the other exponents can also be obtained using Wolf’s algorithm, but the level of uncertainty in these numbers inreases rapidly rendering them meaningless.
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5.4 Transition to Chaos
The stability boundary determined in the previous chapter separates the parameter space a — η, η = into two regions. We have seen from test cases that in the region of instability, chaotic behavior is exhibited by the system, and the question that arises is whether stable harmonic solutions and chaotic motions are the only possible steady state responses of the impact damper.To answer this, as well as determine how loss of stability happens, we investi­gate the transition across the stability boundary as the impact parameter a varies. Recall that in analyzing the stability of the periodic solution, the initial condi­tions i(0) = ±0> v(0) — vq — io, 0(0) = Θq, æ(0) = 0 were perturbed by amounts ∆io = ∆uo, ∆0o and the evolution of these quantities was monitored after every impact. Thus, we obtained equation (4.5) as
im+, = ‰ + Λ(iJ (5∙2)
where ζrrt is the perturbation vector, and the stability of the trivial solution of this difference equation was investigated in the first approximation. Loss of stability occurs on the boundary and further analysis of stable solutions requires knowledge of 
R(tm}. Even though R((m) is not known explicitly, it can be computed numerically and the stable steady state solution of (5.2) can be found by repeated iteration of the map (5.2). Thus, approximate values of the steady state perturbations ∆io and ∆0o may be obtained for a variety of values of a.It was found in chapter 4 that on the stability boundary, the eigenvalues of the map (5.2) are complex conjugates and have modulus one. Thus, the trivial solution of the map becomes an ustable focus and the resulting Hopf bifurcation gives rise to a smooth invariant circle. As the parameter a continues to vary away from the stability boundary, the invariant circle grows and distorts[2] eventually becoming a strange attractor.This phenomenon is depicted in figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12. Rather than plotting
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Figure 5.10: Invariant circles of map (5.2): (a) a = 0.52, (b) a = 0.50, (c) a = 0.48, (d) a — 0.46; η = 5.
the perturbations ∆io and ∆^o, these graphs have been constructed by plotting 
i = Xq + ∆io and θ = θ0 + ∆0o which result every two impacts. In these plots there are two fixed points of (5.2), namely, (±o,0o) and (-Xo,Θq + τr).The invariant circles are shown for — = η = 5 and a = 0.52, a = 0.50, a = 0.48. Note that on the stability boundary a = as = 0.541114562. For a = 0.46 the invariant circle does not exist any more. Rather, the solution wanders back and forth between the 2nd and 4th quadrants, and for a = 0.3 it has become a strange attractor. Figure 5.12 shows an enlargement of the portion of this attractor where its complicated structure is evident.According to Aronson et. al. [2], the invariant circle is a circle in resonance, i.e., it contains saddle-node pairs. As the parameter of the problem varies, the stable and unstable manifolds of these pairs become entangled resulting in homoclinic tangency, and, as a result, “it is the approach to this homoclinic tangency which
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Figure 5.11: Breakdown of the invariant circle; α = 0.3, η = 5.seems to govern the transformation of the smooth invariant circle into a strange attractor.” [2]The invariant circle in resonance present for some values of a represents quasiperi- odic solutions of the impact damper while the strange attractor of the map (5.2) indicates that the system performs chaotic motions.
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Figure 5.12: Enlargement of the region around (0,π) of the attractor shown in fig. 5.11
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6
Overview and Concluding Remarks
The subject of this investigation is the dynamics of a semi-active impact damper consisting of an undamped forced torsional oscillator, a flywheel, and a clutch which engages at predetermined instants to lock the two instantaneously and for a very short time. Before clutch engagement, the two rotors move in opposite directions and, therefore, the locking action of the clutch is effectively that of an impact which slows down the primary system.The most general result concerns the global behavior of the impact damper. It was shown that as long as the excitation torque is bounded, all solutions of the system are bounded, establishing thus that the system is an effective damping device limiting the amplitude of oscillations of the primary subsystem even at resonance.Next, we characterized all 2 impacts/cycle periodic solutions by determining what the state of the system immediately after impact must be in order to perform periodic motion. It was found that while in most cases such solutions are symmet­ric about the origin when plotted in phase plane, there also exist nonsymmetric solutions if the frequency ratio is suitable. A small class of subharmonic solutions which involve no impacts was also found. Multiple-impact periodic solutions are either nonexistent or they are unstable.The stability analysis was carried out by determining whether perturbations in the state of the system immediately after impact grow or decrease. The equations
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of motion were effectively transformed into difference equations which describe the evolution of such perturbations after each impact. Using the linearized difference equations, the ränge of values of the impact parameter a and the frequency ratio η for which periodic solutions are stable was determined.It was found that when periodic solutions are unstable, the system performs chaotic motions. This was verified by computing the largest Lyapunov exponent, and described using phase plane plots, the Poincaré map as well as the response spectrum of the system. Just outside the stability boundary, the fixed point of the map (5.2) associated with the impact damper undergoes Hopf bifurcation and the resulting invariant circle gives rise to a quasiperiodic solution. Further decrease of a results in breakdown of the structure of the invariant circle and the impact damper performs chaotic motions.There are a number of points concerning the impact damper which require further research and study. First, the mechanism which governs the breakdown of the invariant circle must be investigated. If the invariant circle is a circle in resonance, the saddle-node pairs present represent multiple-impact subharmonic solutions of the impact damper. These solutions as well as the interaction of their stable and unstable manifolds must be determined.The second point which needs further study concerns the practical applications of the system. As a quasi-static system, its damping effectiveness has been fully demonstrated by proving that all solutions are ultimately bounded. A more useful application however would be to damp perturbation oscillations of a flexible rotating shaft which carries a nominal torque Tq. In this case two questions of practical importance arise.First is the question of sensing the equilibrium position x = 0 while the shaft is rotating in order to activate the clutch. Due to the difficulty in measuring position in a noninertial frame, another triggering mechanism must be used. Since mea­surements of velocity and acceleration are relatively easy, the activation mechanism
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would have to be modified accordingly to utilize these signals.The second question concerns the flexibility of the shaft, which, if included in the model, would lead to a multidegree of freedom primary system. In such a case, it is not obvious that all motions are well behaved and ultimate boundedness of solutions is not guaranteed. To test the behavior of a multidegree of freedom primary system, we consider the simplest possible, consisting of two lumped masses of equal moment of inertia I connected by torsional springs of equal stiffness k. Let the flywheel have moment of inertia J and suppose that the clutch is connected to the second mass and that it engages when this mass goes through its equlibrium position. Between impacts, the system is linear and the two equations of motion can be uncoupled. Let 21, Z2 be the angular rotations of the two lumped masses measured from the equilibrium position and let xi, X2 be the generalized coordinates of the uncoupled system. While zj. is continuous and only the second mass experiences direct impact, if Xι and X2 are used instead, the two equations are coupled at impact so that both 
Xi and X2 are discontinuous. For convenience we use x^ and X2 and have chosen the lowest system frequency ω1 = 1. With equal masses and springs this gives u>2 ≈ 2.618. Let α =//(/ +J), b = J∣(I+ J) as before. Sample plots are shown in figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.The trajectories shown have been recorded after about 15 cycles of the excitation torque so that they are close to steady state. The response at resonance is shown in the first two figures. In these two cases the excitation torque is distributed evenly among the two masses, and P1 = P2 = 0.1, Pi being the torque amplitude acting on the zth mass. In the third figure, Pi = 0.1, P2 = 0.2 and ω = 2. We observe that even though a = 0.9 (low damping) in all cases, the response of the system is bounded.Clearly, the above are only indicative of what may be expected from a mul­tidegree of freedom system and the three cases presented do not exhaust all the possibilities. More study is needed to derive results similar to those of chapter 2,
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perhaps under some restrictions on the system configuration.Finally, we note that an experimental investigation of the behavior of the systemstudied in this thesis would not only complement this work, but would also provide a basis for comparison of the theoretical results and help in assessing the practical feasibility of building such a device.
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Figure 6.1: Steady state response at resonance, 2 d. o. f., Pl = P2 = θ∙l>
a — 0.9, ω = 1.
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Figure 6.2: Steady state response at resonance, 2 d. o. f., P1 = P2 — 0.1,
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Figure 6.3: Steady state response, 2 d. o. f., a = 0.9, Pi = 0.1, Pi — 0.2, ω = 2.
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Appendix A
Solution of Equations (3.5) and (3.7)
CASE I: (Generic) cos(^π)≠-l, sin(^ττ)≠O.
Equations (3.5) and (3.7) are identical to (3.8) and (3.9) as follows:
---- -  sin(yα7r) u>2 — ωθ 1 + cos(^iπ)] cos Θq —
P (,ul) ∖ω0∕ ∙
, ,2 , ,2 V ωw — ivθ
sin(tiill7r) sin 9q (A.1)
XQω0 1 + 6α + Cθs(^7r) —-----i sin(^τr) cos θ0 +tv — tvθPM Γ ∖⅝∕ h
ω2 — ω2
[l + cos(^J17r)] sin Θq (A.2)
Multiply (A.1) by 1 + cos(ya7r) and (A.2) by sin(tiiu7r)ι








+4 [1 + c°stτf7r)] sin(^τr) sin0o
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Adαπ⅛ emu rearranging
— sin(iiιllπ) u>0 v ω ’ 1 + b — aa ω2 — ω2 [l + 2cos(i^1π) + cos2(i^π) + sin2(i^π)j sin0o (A.3)Note that 1 — a = h. Substituting for a and solving for cos θ0 we get⅛fl- sini^Tr) ωii ∖a∕ ∖ ω >cos 0o — [l + cos(^π)] (A.4)Multiply (A.1) by — sin(i^lπ) and (A.2) by 1 + cos(i^lπ) and add to get1 + i1 =2⅛[' + ∞∣M]λ⅛U>o [1 + c°s(τ>)] ι + a ωi — ujqNote that 1 ÷ yy — ∣ Substituting above and solving for sin0o we get in I
a _ ωo osin σo — —7—y
fM
,,2-,.,2Then tan 0o 1 + cos(5^iπ)sin(⅛iπ)∖ω∣j∕ Vω >Substituting for cos 0o and sin0o in sin2 0o + cos2 0o = 1 we find





which can be solved for io to give
Paω
Xq ∣ω2 — w2∣ 1+i-Q fc2 sin2(^117Γ) (A.9)
[1+c°s(7ιlπ)f
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CASE II: sin(t^π) = 0, cos(^π) = 1 <=> = 21, I = 1,2,...
In this case equations {A,1) and (A.2) reduce to 




a + 1 P (j0_\= 2 ~-~-n sin θ0w2 — iv?
(A.10)
(A.11)From (A.10) we conclude that cos00 = 0 =‡> θ0 = ±∣. After simplification, (A.11) reduces to
Paω
xo = ------ ö sin 0ow2 — ωθSince in this case w2 — w2 < 0, it follows that for i0 ≥ 0, sin0o = —1. Henceπ0∩ — — - (A.12)and 3√0 — Paω ω∩ — ω2 (A.13)
CASE 111: sin(^iπ) = 0, cos(tiillπ) = —1 <=> iiια = 21 + 1, I = 1,2,...
Equation (A.1) is satisfied identically and (A.2) gives: 
x0 Γl + b 1 io Γ26l—--------- 1 =0=> — — = 0 => Xo = 0
wq o Wo ηHowever, $o is still undetermined and therefore an additional constraint is required. To resolve this we note that for o<z<^, x(t) > 0. The solution is given by 
P
At) = ω2 — w2 COS Θq COS Wq∕ —
p (—}∖ω>LL sjn 0o sjn ωot
ω2 - w2
ω2 - W(i
cos (ud + θ0) (A.14)
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In view of ω2 — wθ < 0 the condition for positive x{t) reduces to the following expression: in0osinωc√ — cos (ωt + 6q) < 0, Vi ∈ ^0, —(A.15)ωcos Θq cos ω∣st------sinWθIf Θq — — I then the condition above is satisfied. Thus the solution in this case isπ
⅛ = -2 
x0 = 0
(A.16)(A.17}
CASE IV: (Resonance) ω = wq.






1 π t . .sιnt√oi H—P— sin {ω0t + 0o)2 ωθcos Wot ÷i√o 2wθ io P
yjQ 2u>q
IP 1+ -— sin (ω0t + θ0) + -Pt cos (w0i + θ0)2 t√o 2Then, the condition for zero displacement at t = — isPπ2w∩ sin 0∩ — 0
(A.18)
(A.19)
Hence 0∩ = 0 (A.20)Using this value for the phase angle the expression for the velocity reduces to., . . IP. 1 „x{t) = rco cos (√oi H-------sιnwoi4—Pt cos ωot2 (χ⅛ 2At i = —'ωl,










Proof of Theorem 4.1
The proof of this theorem is found in [8] and repeated here for completeness. Rewrite (4.9) as
m—l
(„ = Qm(o + ∑ Qm~'-iIt((i), m ≥ 1 (B.l)»=1Since ira+, = CΓ+,{0 (B.2)is asymptotically stable, it follows that∣∣Qm∣∣ ≤ Ce~amfor some C > 1 and a > 0. Hence TO—1l∣ξn∣l < Ce-αm∣∣ξ0∣t + ∑ ce-"("-1-i>∣∣fi(ξj)!∣
i=0Making use of the assumptions of the theorem, 36 > 0 such that, if ∣∣ξ∣∣ < δ, then
Therefore
n m~1e°ΙliJI ≤ C∣∣ξ0∣∣ + - ∑ e"Ι∣ξi∣l (B.3)
z i=0Let Si = εα,∣∣ξ,∙∣∣ and 6 = C∣∣ξ0∣∣. Then, from (B.3) 
a m~1













Sm < δem*Hence eαm]∣ξm∣∣ ≤ <5e"lf 
=>∖∖U∖ ≤ <5e-^from which we conclude that
⅛JjξJ∣ = 0. I
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Appendix C
Derivation of Matrix Q and Computation of Its 
Eigenvalues
C.l Generic Case
For cos(i^tπ) ≠ ±1 and sin(^7r) ≠ 0 the coefficients c,∙ and ⅛∙, i = 1,2,3 are:
Cγ = a
C2c3di
p (-)∖ωo∕a° (√) cos(-π>+ (√) sinO)+ ≠¾c°sβ°
Pa
ω2 — ωθ
(c.ι)sin(^π) sin0o — (—} cos(iiιiiπ) cos 0o — (—^cos0o (C.2) ∖ωo∕ ω ∖u>o∕∣αcos(i^l7r) + δj
P (±l∖-Λ0sin(i^7r) + J90cos(i^π)-----, , sinfl0
ω2 — ω2
ω2 — w2 L






Using the known solution for x0 from chapter 3 in (4.15), we obtain Bo in terms of the phase angle Θq as follows:




Thus Bq and Ao can be eliminated from the expressions for the coefficients c,∙ and 
di using (4.14) and (C.7). After simplification the results are
where
(-)’ -1∖ω0√Ci = Gα(l — a) sin(^l7r)(1 - g) (77) - 1 [1 + cθs(^τr)]c2 = Ga sin(i^π)C3 = - [ac0s(i^7r) + δ] 
di = G{a - 2) [l + cos(^π)]
-G [l+cos(^π)]2 + (1 - a) (-Jθ sin2(^τr)⅛ = sin(^π)
P sin(i^l7r) 
ω2 — ωθ 1 + cos(yuπ)The transition matrix Q is 1 _ 4z 
1 dl . ⅛-dlc2-cχ⅛ c3-c1⅛and its characteristic polynomial isλ2 — Ctιλ -(- OιQwith 1 d2 d3<*ι = 1- —+ c3-c1-uχ Uj
= ~r(d1 — d2 + C3d1 — Cι<∕3)
“1
,1 d2 d3 d3 . d2= il-⅛><c≈~cl⅛) + ⅛<'2~c,⅛1














C.2 ResonanceThe solution is given by (3.10) and (3.11). At ω0t = (π + Δiθ)+, x = 0. Hence
Xo + Δώο0
Wq
sin(ΔT) — — f ΔZLzLΞA sjn(0θ + ∆0o + ΔT) + 
wo ∖ Wo ∕
2wq
sin(0o ÷ ∆0o) sin(ΔT) (C.20)To first order
'x0 Pττ∖ Pτr
77 l m ) δγ+2^δ',°-0 (C.21)Eliminating ΔT and using (3.21) we obtain (4.38). The velocity prior to impact is. ( π + ∆Zθ'Wo (i0 + ∆io) cos(π + ∆fθ - ∆Z0) +1 P+ — — sin(7r + ∆Zθ — ∆Zo + @o + ∆0o) +2 Wo1 „ ∕π ÷ ∆Z∩ — ∆Zo∖ , 4 l λ λ ,+-P I------------------ I cos(τr + ∆Z0 — ∆fo + Θq + ∆0o)2 ∖ Wo 72w0 sin(0o + ∆0o) cos(π + ∆Zθ — ∆Z0)Pπ∖ 4 . P 4 rr,2⅛ + 7.--- ) - ∆xo + ---ΔΓ2wo ∕ Wo
(C.22)(C.23)
Thus, at w0Z = (π + ∆Zθ) +
— io — ∆i'o = a
Using (A.22), (3.21) and (C.21) we get— ( io + ”—— ∆±o H-----ΔT2wq ∕ Wq + 6(io + ∆⅛o) (C.24)
2Pab∆io = (a- b)∆xo + —∆0o(1 + o)woThus, Q is triangular and, therefore, the second eigenvalue is λ2 = (α — b). (C.25)
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